
Starting Philosophy A level at The Downs School      September 2020 

 

Text books 

1) AQA A level Philosophy Year 1 and AS: Epistemology and Moral Philosophy by Hayward, Jones, Cardinal 

Substantial, clear text book 

2) My Revision Notes: AQA A level Philosophy Paper 1: Epistemology and Moral Philosophy by Hayward, 

Jones, Cardinal 

We tend to use this book, as it is a compressed version of the one above. It is this one on the reading 

list 

(The Lacewing text book is very good too, but it is not written in an accessible style, so best used for 

revision in year 13) 

 

Philosophy super-curricular ideas 

This is not a reading list. These are suggestions for undertaking some research of your own. If something 

interests you, look deeper into it. Feel free to focus on what you are curious about, and to go beyond 

these suggestions which interest you, and ignore ones which you are less interested by. All the 

suggestions here relate to the specification you will be covering. It would be a good idea to keep a few 

notes for your thoughts and questions and ideas, as you go. Use these talks as starting points, and then 

follow your curiosity. 

 

Starters (short Ted talks on big questions) 

Who am I? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/bethany_rickwald_and_hayley_levitt_would_you_opt_for_a_life_with_no_pain 

Would you opt for a life with no pain? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/bethany_rickwald_and_hayley_levitt_would_you_opt_for_a_life_with_no_pain 

Are we living in a simulation? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/zohreh_davoudi_are_we_living_in_a_simulation 

How do you know you exist? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/james_zucker_how_do_you_know_you_exist 

Is there a real you? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/julian_baggini_is_there_a_real_you 

Questions no one knows the answer to 

https://www.ted.com/talks/chris_anderson_ted_questions_no_one_knows_the_answers_to 
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Main Courses  discussions of key topics in the year 12 Philosophy course 

ethics 

Utilitarianism      a good action is one that maximises happiness 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b05xhwqf 

Kant’s Categorical Imperative    a good action is one where we act out of duty 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0952zl3 

 

epistemology 

Descartes : cogito ergo sum    probably the most important idea in modern philosophy 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b010mvcp 

Empiricism       all our knowledge derives from our sense experience 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p004y28g 

David Hume      a very important British empiricist 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b015cpfp 

Scepticism      the philosophical approach which uses doubt to test our claims 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01kblc3 

Bishop Berkeley      objects are not physical, but are composed of ideas! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03y36vr 

 

In Our Time 

All these clips come from the BBC ‘In Our Time’ archive – and there are many other Philosophy discussions there, well 

worth listening to. 

 

Other sources 

You tube has many clips on all sorts of philosophical issues. 

The Philosophy Book by Will Buckingham   excellent – full of all sorts of philosophical topics 

How the World Thinks, A Global History of Philosophy by Julian Baggini excellent (haven’t read it yet!) 

Philosophy Key Themes by Julian Baggini  excellent, may be difficult to find, covers main topics well 

Think by Simon Blackburn    very accessible introduction 
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